
Saka or Persians?

Sharon Turner – 1768-1847

This  is  the  question  which  Sharon Turner  (1768-18747),  an  English  historian  of  the  XVIII
century, examined; in 1827 he published an article in English language devoted to this problem.

The history of Anglo-Saxons was published by the author in 4 volumes.

The scientists’ researches are based on real surveys, which arise many questions in the field of
Anglo-Saxons' history. For example, according to the definition made by Herodotus, Persians
called  Scythians  “Sakai”.  Sharon Turner  identified  them as  Anglo-Saxons’ ancestors.  Turner
wrote,  “migrating  Scythians  crossed  the  Aras  river,  while  coming  from Asia,  and  suddenly
appeared in Europe in the VI century B.C. The terms “Saxon’ and ‘Scythian” had been used as
synonyms”.

Anglo-Saxons’ history told that their ancestors were Saka.  In due time, Saka advanced from
Caspian area to the East and settled not only in Bactria, but on a fertile plot in Armenia as well.
Plinius called the people, who settled on that plot, Saka-suni.  His pronunciation saka-suni is
similar to the name “Saka sons” (heirs). If a statement, that Saxons came from Asia could be
asserted, there would be a chance to prove that Saxons’ roots come from Asia as a result of
gradual migration from Caspian Sea to German ocean (Atlantic ocean).

The author assures that if ancestors of two kins had lived together, in me same area, even after a
period of 2000 years had passed; it would have been reflected and would have left a noticeable
trace. Such similarity the author analyzed only through the Anglo-Saxons’ roots, in the hope that
Anglo-Saxon language is similar to modern Persian.

If to compare all the data, we can make an example, that 162 Persian words and their meanings, 
given in material are identical with Anglo- Saxon words.

Adil  Akhmetov,  Doctor  of  Philological  Sciences,  academician  of  Russian  and  Kazakhstan
international academy, had lived in the USA for several years due to his occupation. He wrote
quite a few interesting scientific works, related to the life of “Hindus”. One of the main results of
his research work consists in the fact that Hindus are of Altay origin. Books which A. Akhmetov
devoted to the “Hindus” ancestors, i.e. “Asia-Beringia-America”, “Code of Eurasia”, “On the
eve of the fifth civilization”, etc., clearly indicate that the author resumes scientifically-based
origin of the hindus.

Reader will find reliable researches and weighty arguments in the article.

Being Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of the Republic of Kazakhstan in Great
Britain, statesman did not forget about his devotion to historic research activities. He managed to
collect historic materials about Asian origin of Anglo-Saxons. One of those works is an article of
British scientist Sharon Turner.

This article and an attached thesaurus have been translated directly from English to Kazakh by 
the author of material, a scientist Adil Akhmetov.
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